Snow Globe
66” x 66”
Fabrics:
Snow Globe Panel
(9) 1/3yd cuts of assorted blue fabrics
1 1/2 yd for Border
Optional: Silhouette Snowflakes
Optional: (3) Pearl Cotton DMC sz 5
(we used #311)

Also: needed:
1 1/2yd fusible interfacing
7/8yd fusible fleece
4 yd Backing
2yd Batting
5/8yd Binding

BooKeetiful Designs

Snow Globe
The Snow Globe quilt is one of the easiest quilts you could make! If you love to do hand embroidery
work, enjoy stitching over the designs printed on the panel. If handwork is not your thing, use the printed
panel as is, without adding any additional quilting at all!
Notes:
~All seams are 1/4”
~RST –right sides together
~WOF –width of fabric
Panel:
Trim designs and words that you are not using, away from top and bottom of snow globe
Optional: Using Pearl Cotton thread, embroider over printed lines of snow globe, all designs inside the
circle, without embroidering the circle itself. (An optional stem stitch diagram is included on page 4.)
From Assorted Blue fabrics: cut (144) 5” squares.
From Border fabric: cut (8) 6 1/2” x WOF strips
Block Assembly:

1. Arrange assorted blue squares as shown in diagram, having 12 squares across and 12 squares
down.
2. Stitch squares into horizontal rows. Press seams in each row according to the arrows in the diagram.
3. Join all 12 rows together, nesting seams. Press these long seams in either direction.
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Applying Panel:
1. Cut a circle of Fusible Fleece 1/4” smaller than the inside line of the show globe circle. Fuse to
wrong side of panel.
2. Cut 27 1/2” of fusible interfacing. Place rough side of interfacing against right side of panel,
covering panel. Do not press! Place the remaining piece of interfacing in the same way, to cover entire
circle of the panel, having the two layers overlapping about 1/4”. Pin interfacing to panel all the way
around the circle.
3. Stitch just inside of blue line around snow globe, through interfacing. Trim seam to 1/8”.
4. Turn panel right side out through opening in interfacing, having rough side of interfacing facing out
on back side of panel. Carefully push seam to very outside edge of panel without pressing it.
5. Place panel where desired on assembled quilt top. Press in place. Stitch panel in place either by
hand or by machine. Trim out blue squares from behind snow globe if desired.
Borders:
1. Stitch all border strips together into one long strip. Use this to cut border strips for quilt.
2. Measure quilt sides. Cut (2) strips from long border strip. Apply borders to both sides of quilt. Press
seams toward borders.
3. Measure quilt from side to side including borders. Cut (2) more strips from long border strip. Apply
borders to top and bottom of quilt. Press seams toward borders.
Snowflakes:
1. Add optional snowflakes to quilt by removing paper backing from snowflakes and placing where
desired. Press in place.
2. Stitch snowflakes in place using matching thread, or leave
unstitched and allow machine quilting to hold in place.
Finishing:
1. Layer quilt top with batting and backing, using your favorite basting method…(505 basting spray
works great!)
2. Machine quilt through all layers.
3. Binding: cut (8) 2 1/2” x WOF strips from binding fabric. Join all strips together into one long strip.
Apply using your favorite binding method.
4. Cuddle up with your new quilt. Add a cup of hot tea and good book for additional comfort! Enjoy!
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